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1. INTRODUCTION 
Optical bistable systems are at present of interest to physicists as such 
systems seem to have the potential to serve as local elements in an all 
optical computer. These systems consist essentially of a passive optical 
resonator containing a medium with a non-linear optical response to an 
external pump laser beam; when the output beam intensity is monitored 
against the input beam intensity, hysteresis effects are observed, i.e., there 
are two possible stable outputs. The ability of such a device to switch very 
rapidly between the two stable transmission states provides a fast optical 
switch. Detailed expositions on optical bistable systems can be found in the 
physics literature (see [3, 91). 
In this paper we discuss a reaction-diffusion equation arising in an 
optical bistable system in which diffusion of the excitation dominates the 
diffraction effects. We consider the equation 
;-ddu+u=kZo(x) g(u(x)) for (x, C)ER” x [0, co), (1.1) 
where the unknown function u denotes the phase shift in the transmitted 
beam. Z,,(x) corresponds to the input beam, g is a smooth bounded 
function defined by g(u) = l/( 1 + m sin’(u - 6)), and d, k, m, and 6 are 
positive constants. Hysteresis corresponds to the existence of multiple non- 
negative steady-state solutions of (1.1). 
In Section 2 we consider the case where Z,(x) = 1, i.e., the input beam is 
a plane wave. In this case for appropriate values of k, m, and S, Eq. (1.1) 
has three constant steady-state solutions. By using the results of Fife and 
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McLeod [2] and Jones [6], we prove the existence of travelling wave 
solutions of (1.1) which move from one stable constant state to another as 
the x variable traverses R”. 
In the remainder of the paper we discuss the case where the input beam 
has a Gaussian distribution, i.e., Z,(x) = c~“““, where p > 0 is a constant; 
the quantity l/p gives a measure of the width of the input beam. We now 
seek steady-state solutions of Eq. (1.1) which satisfy lim ,x, _ 3. U(X) = 0. We 
are again able to prove for appropriate values of the various constants in 
the equation that there exist three steady-state solutions of (1.1). In Sec- 
tion 3 we derive various qualitative properties of steady-state solutions 
including the result that all positive bounded steady-state solutions are 
radially symmetric but there exist unbounded non-radially symmetric solu- 
tions. The proof of the radial symmetry follows very closely the proofs 
given by Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [S] and so is relegated to the 
Appendix. In Section 4 we prove the existence of multiple steady-state solu- 
tions. Such results can be proved by using variational arguments as in 
Brown and Budin [l] or Lions [7]; the results so obtained, however, are 
limited by technical difficulties which arise because we are dealing with a 
problem on all of R”. Instead we obtain the results by using the shooting 
technique and exploiting the radial symmetry of solutions and the varia- 
tional technique for problems on bounded domains; this approach enables 
us to sidestep the technical difficulties but more importantly clearly deter- 
mines the stability of solutions and provides information about their 
domains of attraction. 
2. TRAVELLING WAVE SOLUTIONS 
In this section we consider the case where Z,,(x) = 1, which corresponds 
to the input beam being a plane wave. Then solutions u of the transcenden- 
tal equation 
G(u, k) = kg(u) - u = 0 (2.1) 
correspond to constant solutions of (1.1). We prove the existence of 
travelling wave solutions joining two such constant solutions. Since k > 0, 
G(0, k) > 0 and lim,, to G(u, k) = - cc and so for fixed k there exists at 
least one value of u satisfying (2.1). Also (aG/&)(u, k) = kg’(u) - 1. Since g’ 
is uniformly bounded, it follows that, for any sufficiently small fixed value 
of k, (~YG/au)(u, k) < 0 for all u. Hence, for small fixed k, Eq. (2.1) has a 
unique positive solution ui. It is also possible, however, to find values of 
the constants k, m, and 6 such that the graph of G(u, k) is as shown in 
Fig. 1, i.e., G(u, k) has exactly three positive zeros ul, u2, uj and 
f;; G(u, k) du > 0. 
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FIG. 1. Graph of the function C( ., k). 
We consider the case when R” = R. Thus to find travelling waves of 
velocity c we seek solutions of (1.1) of the form 4(x, t) = u(x - ct) so that 
ZJ satisfies the ODE 
- du” - cd = G( u, k). (2.2) 
Let V(X) = u(x)- a,, where U, is the smallest positive root of G(u, k) = 0. 
Then u satisfies (2.2) if and only if u satisfies 
- du” - cd = G(u + u,, k) = G,(u, k), (2.3) 
where G,(O, k) = 0. 
Suppose that k is sufficiently small so that c?G,/c?u c 0 for all u in R. Then 
u = 0 is the only root of Gr(u, k) = 0 and uG,(u, k) ~0 for all non-zero u. 
Thus u = 0 is the only equilibrium point of (2.3). A travelling wave solution 
corresponds to a trajectory of (2.3) joining two equilibrium points and so 




d’u dx - c u’u dx = 
s 





Thus, letting a + - co, b + co, we obtain sZm (u’)’ dx ~0, which is 
impossible. Hence there are no travelling wave solutions when k is 
sufficiently small. 
Suppose now that k, m, and 6 are chosen so that the graph of G(u, k) 
is as shown in Fig. 1. Then Gl(u, k) has three positive roots, viz., 0, 
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a=z+-u, and /?=u,--U, and j{G,(k,u)du>O. The results of Fife and 
McLeod [2] can be applied directly to (2.3). Thus there exists a unique 
wave speed C > 0 with corresponding travelling wave solution V satisfying 
I’( - co ) = 0 and V( co) = /I. Moreover there exist constants K and w  such 
that, if V(X, t) is the solution of the parabolic equation 
0, -dun = G,(u, k) for x in R, t > 0 
44 0) = d(x) for x in R, 
where 0 6 +4 d fi, lim sup, _ _ 5 d(x) < a, and lim inf, _ ~ C,+(X) > a, then 
Iu(x, t)- V(x-Ft-zzo)l <Ke-“’ 
for some constant z0 in R. Thus U(x - Zt) = V(x - ct) + u1 is a travelling 
wave solution of the original equation ( 1.1) such that lim, _ _ m U(x) = U, 
and lim,,, U(x) = u3 and any solution of (1.1) corresponding to initial 
data 4 satisfying ui 6 4 < ug, lim inf,, _ o. 4(x) < ZQ, and lim sup,, o. 4(x) 
> u2 must approach a translate of U(x - ct) exponentially fast as t -+ co. 
The situation is of course much more complicated when x is in R”, n > 1, 
and we give no detailed results here. The results of Jones [6], however, can 
be applied directly to 
u1 - dAu = G,(u, k). 
Roughly speaking it can be proved that certain solutions of (1.1) corre- 
sponding to radially symmetric initial data if followed out along a ray in 
R” approach in shape the one-dimensional travelling wave. 
3. QUALITATIVE PROPERTIES OF STANDING WAVE SOLUTIONS 
In the rest of the paper we consider the case where the input intensity 
has a Gaussian distribution, i.e., we study 
u, - d Au + u = keCN’“12g(u) for (x, t)~ R” x [0, co). 
It is no longer possible to find travelling wave solutions but bounded 
standing wave solutions now provide important asymptotic states for the 
system. For notational simplicity we consider the case where d = 1. In this 
section we discuss the qualitative properties of such standing waves, i.e., 
solutions of 
- Au + u = ke -f11x12g( u) for XER”. (3.1) 
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Let u be a bounded solution of (3.1). In order to obtain properties of u 
we study the symmetrisation u of u given by 
u(r) = j u( TX) dS for r>O. 
1.X = 1 
Clearly u(0) = u(O) x surface area of unit sphere in R”, o’(O) =O, and u 
satisfies the ODE 
n-l 
U”(T) + r -u’(r) - u = qqr) for r>O, (3.2) 
where 4(r) = - ke-“’ jlX, =, g(u(rx)) dS. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u have a local minimum at r0 2 0. Then u(rO) > 0. 
ProoJ It follows from (3.2) that u”(rO)=u(rO)+~(r,,) (or u”(r,)= 
(l/n)(u(rO) + d(r,,)) if r0 =O). Since r0 is a local minimum for u, we have 
u”(r,) 2 0 and so u(ro) b - &r,,) > 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose lim,, o3 u(r) exists. Then lim,, o. u(r) = 0. 
Proof Integrating Eq. (3.2) from 1 to r, we obtain 
u’(r) - u’( 1) + (n - 1) j: u’(s)/3 ds - jlr u(s) ds = J,’ 4(s) ds. 
Now 
s ru’ods=~-u(l)+~~u(s)/s2ds 1 s 
and this is uniformly bounded as r + co. Hence 
u’(r) = s’ u(s) ds + terms uniformly bounded in r. 
1 
Thus if lim,, m u(r)#O, then lim,,, Iv’(r)1 = co, which is impossible. 
Hence lim, _ o. u(r) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. u(r) 2 0 for all r 2 0. 
Proof: Suppose on the contrary that u assumes negative values. Let 
m = inf{u(r): r > O}. Since u is bounded, u is bounded and so - co <m < 0. 
By Lemma 3.1 there does not exist r,aO such that u(rO) =m and so 
lim inf, _ o1 u(r) = m. Since u > 0 at every local minimum of u, it follows that 
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u must be negative and non-increasing in a neighbourhood of co. Hence 
lim,, m u(r) = m and so by Lemma 3.2, m = 0, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.4. lim,, m u(r) = lim,, o3 u’(r) = 0. 
Proof. By multiplying (3.2) by rn-’ and integrating, we obtain 
r” - ‘v’(r) = 51 sn- ‘u(s) ds + 1: sn ~ ‘d(s) ds. (3.3) 
Suppose SF snP ‘Y(S) ds = co. Since jr Y-- ‘4(s) > - cc, it follows that 
rn- ‘u’(r) and so u’(r) > 0 for sulliciently large r. Hence u is a bounded, non- 
negative non-decreasing function and so lim,, m u(r) exists and is non- 
zero. This contradicts Lemma 3.2 and so s? s”- ‘u(s) ds converges. 
It follows from (3.3) that lim,,, f-b’(r) exists and so 
lim,,, u’(r) = 0. Since jz snP ‘u(s) ds < cc, 1: u(s) ds < co, and so 
lim, _ ~ j;, vu’ dr exists. But 
u’(r) - ~~(0) = fi 2 (u’) dr = 1: uu’ dr 
and so lim,,, u2(r) exists. Therefore by Lemma 3.2, lim, _ cc u(r) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.5. There exists a constant k, such that u(r)> kle-~‘/r”‘2”“~-” 
for r > 0. 
Prooj Let w: R” + R be defined by w(x) = u( 1x1). Then 
n-l 
dW - w=u”(r) +r u’(r)- u = 6(r) 5g 0 
and lim ,X, _ m w(x) = 0. The required result now follows from Lemma H; of 
Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [S]. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 0 <a< 1. There exists a constant k, such that 
u(r) < k2e-“‘. 
Proof. First we show that u’/u remains bounded as r + co. It follows 
from Lemma 3.5 that for sulliciently large r, u(r) + d(r) > 0 and so u”(r) > 0 
at any stationary point. Thus for large r all the turning points of u must be 
local minima. Hence u is eventually strictly monotone decreasing, i.e., 
u’(r) < 0 for r sufficiently large. 
Let z(r) = u’(r)/u(r). Then z(r) < 0 for large r. Also z’ = u”/u - (u’/u)~ and 
so u”/u = z’ + z2. Therefore, dividing (3.2) by u gives 
n-l 









n-l -z+l+-. 4 
r V 
There exist K, R > 0 such that ix2 + ((n - 1 )/r-)x - 1 > 0 for all x < - K and 
r > R. We shall prove that - K < z(r) < 0 for r > R. 
Suppose there exists r0 > R such that z(rO) < - K. Then by (3.4), 
z’(r,,) + i[z(r,)12 < 0 and so z’(r,) < 0. Clearly repeating the above argu- 
ment shows that z(r) < -K and z’(r)<0 for all rar,. Hence, if rbr,, 
z’ + iz’ < 0, i.e., z//z2 < - i and so (l/z)’ > i. Therefore l/z must eventually 
become positive and this is a contradiction. Hence - K < v’(r)/v(r) c 0 for 
sufficiently large r. 
Dividing (3.2) by v gives 
n-l 
lY/v + - v’fv - 1 = qqv. r 
By Lemma 3.5, lim,, o. d/v = 0 and so lim,, co v”/v = 1. By L’HBpital’s 
Rule, lim r+m(v’/v)2=lim,,, #/I)= 1 and so lim,,, v//v= - 1. Thus, if 
O<a< 1, we can find rI >O such that v’(r)/v(r)< -a for r>r,. Hence 
d/dr(e-“‘v(r)) < 0 for r 2 rl and so v(r) < k2ePur for some constant k,. 
Now we return to the study to the bounded solution u of which v is the 
symmetrisation. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that u is radially symmetric. Then u(r) > 0 for all 
r > 0 and lim,, o. u(r) = 0. 
ProoJ: If u is radially symmetric, then v(r) = constant x u(r) and the 
result follows. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose that u(x) >O for all x in R”. Let 0 <a< 1. Then 
there exists a constant K such that u(x), (grad u(x)1 < Ke-“I”’ for x E R”. 
Proof: Let XE R” with 1x1 > 1. Let B(x) = {ye R”: Ix- y( < 1 }, 
D={y~R”:~xl-1<~y(<~x~+1},andS,={y~R”:~yJ=r}.Then 
JBcx, U(Y) dy G JD U(Y) dy = J,:‘:,’ { Js, U(Y) ds} dr 
1x1 + 1 = J (i b--l SI r”-‘u(ry) dy dr={‘x’tl r”-%(r) dr. > Id ~ 1 
Choose b and p such that 0 < a < b < 1, 1 <p < b/a. By Lemma 3.6 
we can find a constant K, independent of x such that jBcxj u(y) dy i 
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KJxI”-’ e- . “*I Since u is bounded there exists K2 such that U(X) < K2 for 
all x and so 
Hence 
VP 
< K,lxJ(“- lvp e -(Wp)l*l < K5e-drl 
for some constants K,, K4, and KS independent of x. 
Integrating (3.1) over B(x), we obtain 
llP 
lAulp dx < K6e-“‘X’ 
for some constant K6. Then by using standard interior estimates, we can 
obtain a bound in the W2,p norm of u in B’(x) = {y E R”: Ix - yl < :} in 
terms of eCOIX’. It follows from the Sobolev embedding theorems that 
similar bounds exist for the L, norm of u in B’(x) where q >p; by using 
bootstrapping, repeating the above argument a sufficient number of times, 
we obtain an e-alxt bound (with constant independent of x) for the Wz,y 
norm of u on B’(x) where q > n and so by a Sobolev embedding theorem 
there exists a constant K, such that 
u(x), (grad u(x)1 < K,e m”x’ 
and this completes the proof. 
The information we have obtained about the asymptotic behaviour of 
solutions enables us to prove the central result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let u be any positive bounded solution of (3.1). Then u is 
radially symmetric. 
The proof is fairly long and technical but is very similar to the proof of 
results in [S]; in consequence we give only an outline of the proof in the 
Appendix. 
We now prove the existence of positive unbounded non-radially sym- 
metric solutions. We construct such solutions by using the solutions of one- 
dimensional initial value problems. Let u, denote the unique solution of 
- u,, + u = ke -PX2g( u) for XER 
u(O) = a; u’(0) = 0. (3.5) 
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LEMMA 3.10. Suppose a > k. Then for all x > 0 
$(a-k)ex<u,(x)<ae”. 
Proof. It is clear from (3.5) that ui > 0 whenever u, > k. Since u,(O) > k 
and uh(O)=O, it follows that u:(x)>0 for all x>O. 
Since uz--uu, <O and u&>O for all x>O, u&~-u&, ~0, i.e., 
(&Ix){ (uh)’ - uf} < 0. Therefore 
bbb)12 - Mx)12 < Cub(w2 - bml’ < 0 
and so u:(x)- u,(x) ~0. Hence (d/dx)[e-“u,(x)] ~0 and so e-%,(x) is a 
decreasing function of x. Thus e-k,(x) < u,(O) and so u,(x) < sex. 
Let V,(X) = e-%,(x). Then 
- uz - 2~: = kecflxz-Xg(ua) 
u,(O) = a; u:(O) = -a. 
By integrating we obtain 
u:(x) + 20,(x) = a-k 1: e -““‘-“g(u,(s)) ds = a - kh(s), 
where lim,,, h(x)<j,” ecp”Z-Xdx< 1. Hence 
2 e2”u,(x)) = e2X(a - kh(x)) 
and so 
e2S(a - kh(s)) ds 1 . 
Therefore by L’HGpital’s Rule, lim, _ r) u,(x) = $ lim, _ a(a - kh(x)) > 
+(a - k) and, since u, is decreasing, the result follows. 
THEOREM 3.11. Zf n > 1, there exist infinitely many positive, unbounded 
non-radially symmetric solutions of (3.1). 
Proof: We prove the existence of the solutions by defining appropriate 
sub- and supersolutions and then applying an existence theorem of Ni [8]. 
Choose a > k and define 
-ub, 3 . . . . x,) = ;(a - k)exl and ii . ..) x,) = U&I). 
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Clearly u,(x) = u,( -x) for all x < 0 and so U > _u on R”. Also 
and 
- AU + u - ke -“‘x’2g( ii) = - 24; + u, - ke -p’x’2g( ua) 
= k(e-J=: -e-y g(u,) 30, 
i.e., _u is a subsolution and ii is a supersolution. Hence there exists a 
solution u lying between u and U. Since u(x,, 0) + GO as x1 -+ cc and 
;(a - k) < ~(0, x’) < a for all x’ in R”- ‘, u is not radially symmetric. 
Since the above construction can be carried out for any a > k to give a 
solution satisfying i(u - k) < ~(0, x’) < a, it is clear that there exist infinitely 
many positive unbounded non-radially symmetric solutions. 
4. EXISTENCE OF SYMMETRIC STANDING WAVE SOLUTIONS 
We now discuss the existence of bounded, positive (and so symmetric) 
solutions of 
-Au + u = ke-w’x’2g(u) for XE R”. (4.1) 
Clearly u = 0 is a subsolution of (4.1). Also as we saw in Section 2 the map 
u -+ G(u, k) = kg(u) - u always has at least one positive zero ul, say, and it 
is easy to check that U-U, is a supersolution of (4.1). Thus we have 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a positive solution u of (4.1) such that 
u(x) G Ul for all x in R”. 
Proof. The existence of the sub- and supersolution implies the existence 
of a non-negative solution. Any non-negative solution u must be strictly 
positive as, if u(xO) =0 for some x0, then x0 is a local minimum of u 
whereas du(x,) < 0, which is impossible. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that u, is the only positive zero of G( ., k) and 
that G( ., k) is a decreasing function of u for 0 <u < ul. Then (4.1) has 
exactly one bounded positive solution. 
Proof. If w  is any bounded positive solution of (4.1) then 
hm IxI - m w(x) =0 and so w  must attain its supremum at some X,,E R”. 
Thus 0 < - dw(x,) = G(w(x,), k) and so 0 d w(xO) < ui. Hence 0 < w(x) < 
u1 for XE R”. 
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Suppose that u and v are two distinct bounded positive solutions of (4.1). 
Then 0 < U, v < ui . The function max(u, v} is a weak subsolution of (4.1) 
and the constant function u1 is a supersolution. Thus there exists another 
solution of (4.1) lying between max{ U, v} and u,. Thus we may suppose 
from the outset that there exist distinct bounded positive solutions u and 
v with v < u. Then, using the exponential decay of u, v, grad u, and grad v 
obtained in Lemma 3.8, we have 
0 = JR. (A u . v - u . Au) dx = J [uG(v, k) - vG(u, k)] dx. R” 
Since O<v<u<u, and v#u, G(v, k)a G(u, k) and so the integral on the 
right-hand side is strictly positive, which is impossible. Hence the proof is 
complete. 
Clearly the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied if k is chosen 
sufficiently small so that G,(u, k) = kg’(u) - 1 < 0 for all U. 
In the remainder of the paper we discuss the existence of multiple steady- 
state solutions and we shall henceforth assume (as we did in Section 2 
when proving the existence of travelling wave solutions) that the values of 
the constants k, m, and 6 are such that the graph of G(u, k) is as shown 
in Fig. 1, i.e., G(u, k) has exactly three positive zeros ui , u2, and u3 and 
s:; G(u, k) du > 0. 
Consider the initial value problem 
n-l 
- u”(r) - - u’(r) + u(r) = ke-“‘g(u(r)) for r>O 
r 
40) =p, u’(0) = 0. (4.2) 
Clearly solutions of (4.2) correspond to radially symmetric solutions of 
(4.1). If we denote the unique solution of (4.2) by u(p, p, r), then u and u, 
are continuous in p and p for p, p > 0. We shall investigate the existence of 
solutions of (4.1) by applying the shooting technique to (4.2). 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose p >O and PE (uz, uj) and let u be the solution 
of (4.2). 
(i) u’(r) < 0 in a neighbourhood of r = 0. 
(ii) Suppose there exists R such that u’(r) <0 for 0 <r < R and 
u’(R) = 0. Then u”(R) > 0, i.e., u has a strict local minimum at R. 
(iii) Suppose there exists R > 0 such that u’(r) < 0 for 0 < r < R and 
u(R) = 0. Then u’(R) < 0. 
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Proof. (i) The result follows from the fact that -flu”(O) = G(p, k) > 0 
and so u”(O)<O. 
(ii) Clearly u”(R) > 0. Suppose u”(R) = 0. Differentiating (4.2) with 
respect to r and using the fact that u’(R) = u”(R) = 0 we obtain 
- U(~)(R) = - 2k$&~“~~g(u(R)) < 0, which is a contradiction. 
(iii) Clearly u’(R) < 0. Suppose u’(R) = 0. Clearly we then have that 
u”(R) > 0. But by (4.2), -u”(R) = keefiRZg(u(R)) > 0, which is a contradic- 
tion. 
We now define for p > 0 the sets 
Z+(p) = {p E (uz, u3): there exists R > 0 such that U(P, p, r) > 0 
for O<r<R and u’(p,p,R)=O} 
ZP (11) = {p E (uq, u,): there exists R > 0 such that u’(P, p, r) < 0 
for O<r<R and u(p, p, R)=O}. 
LEMMA 4.4. Zfp E (u,, u3) - [Z+(p) u Z-(p)], then u(u, p, r) is a positive 
bounded solution of (4.1) which + 0 as r + 00. 
Proof. Since p$Z+(p), IL(p), we must have that U(P, p, r) is positive 
and strictly decreasing for all r > 0. Hence u is a bounded positive solution 
of (4.1) and so by Lemma 3.8, u -+ 0 as r -+ ocj. 
LEMMA 4.5. The sets Z+(u) and IL(p) are open and disjoint. 
Proof: Suppose p E Z+(p) n Z-(p). Then there exists R > 0 such that 
U(P, p, r) > 0, u’(p, p, r) < 0 for 0 < r < R, and u(p, p, R) = u’(p, p, R) = 0. 
This is impossible by Lemma 4.3(iii) and so Z+(p) and Z-(p) are disjoint. 
We now show that Z+(p) is open. Let p E Z+(p). Then there exists R > 0 
such that u’(P, p, R) = 0 and u(p, p, r) > 0 for 0 6 r < R. Thus u(p, p, r) is 
bounded away from zero for 0 d r < R. By Lemma 4.3(ii), u”(p, p, R) > 0 
and so u’(p, p, .) > 0 in a small right neighbourhood of R. It follows from 
the continuity of p + u(p, p, .) and p -+ u’(p, p, .) that when q is sufficiently 
close to p, U(P, q, .) is bounded away from zero and u’(p, q, .) changes sign 
on some interval (0, R + E), i.e., q E Z+(p). Thus Z+(p) is open. 
A similar argument using the continuous dependence of solutions on p 
and Lemma 4.3 shows that Z-(p) is open. 
If we can now show that Z+(p) and Z-(p) are non-empty, the connected- 
ness of (u,, u3) precludes Z+(p) u Z-(p) = (u2, u3) and so the existence of a 
solution with u2 < u(O) < u3 follows from Lemma 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.6. Zfp E (u,, Us) and SC, G(v, k) do < 0, then p E Z+(p). In par- 
ticular all points in a sufficiently small right neighbourhood of u2 lie in Z,(u). 
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ProoJ We denote U(P, p, .) simply by U. Suppose p 4 Z+(p). Then 
pEZ-(p) or lim,,, u(r) = 0 and so there exists R such that u(R) = U, and 
u’(r) < 0 for 0 < r < R. We have 
n-l 
-d(r)- r -u’(r) = ke-““g(u) - u < G(u, k). 
Hence multiplying by u’(r) < 0 and integrating from 0 to R we obtain 
-i [u’(R)]‘-? 10’ [u’(r)12 dr 2 IoR G(u(r), k) u’(r) dr. (4.3) 
But, if H(p) = 1’ G(v, k) dv, we have 
4 
f G(u(r), k) u’(r) dr = suR $ H(u(r)) dr= H(u,) -H(p) > 0 
and this contradicts (4.3). Thus p E I+ (,u). 
We now show that ZZ(,u) is non-empty when p is sufficiently small. 
Consider the non-linear boundary value problem 
-h(x) = AG(u, k) for XEB~ 
u(x) = 0 when 1x1 = 1, (4.4) 
where B, = {xc R”: 1x1 CR}. The results of Brown and Budin [l] or 
Lions [7] based on variational arguments show that, provided 1 is 
sufficiently large, there exists a non-negative solution u of (4.4) such that 
u2 < sup U(X) < z.+. By making the change of variable x + ,/? x, we can see 
that a similar solution exists for the problem 
-h(x) = G(u, k) for XEB~ 
u(x) = 0 when 1x1 =R (4.5) 
provided that R is sufficiently large. It follows from the results of Gidas, Ni, 
and Nirenberg [4] that any positive solution u of (4.5) must be radially 
symmetric and a decreasing function of r. Thus provided R is sufficiently 
large there exists u(r) such that 
n-l 
-d(r)- r - u’(r) + u(r) = kg(u(r)) for O<r<R 
40) 'Pi u'(0) = 0; u(R) = 0, 
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where p E (u,, u3). It is easy to check that u’(R) < 0. Hence it follows from 
the continuity of p + U(P, p, .) that for sufficiently small p there exists R(p) 
(close to R) such that u’(F, p, t) < 0 for 0 < r < R(p) and u(p, p, R(p)) = 0 
and so p E ZP (p). Thus we have proved that 
LEMMA 4.7. IZ(p) is non-empty provided p is sufficiently small. 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that the constants k, m, and 6 are chosen so that 
the graph of G(u, k) is as shown in Fig. 1 and jt: G(u, k) du > 0 and that u 
is chosen sufficiently small so that Z_(p) is non-empty. Then Eq. (4.1) has at 
least three bounded positive solutions. 
Proof Theorem 4.1 guarantees the existence of a solution u with 
0 < u(x) d 241. 
Suppose p E I- (cl). Then by Lemma 4.6 there exists q E Z+(p) such that 
u2 < q <p. Since Z_(p) and Z+(p) are both open there must exist BE (p, q) 
such that ~7 4 Z+(p) u Z-(p) and so by Lemma 4.4, U(P, ~3, r) is a bounded 
positive solution of (4.1). 
Let R(p) denote the first positive zero of U(P, p, .). The function defined 
by 
u(r) = U(P, P, r) for O<r<R(p) 
=o for r->&p) (4.6) 
may be regarded as the maximum of two subsolutions of (4.1) and so is a 
subsolution of (4.1). Clearly u E u3 is a supersolution of (4.1) and so there 
must exist a bounded positive solution v lying between the sub- and super- 
solution. Since v(0) 2 u(p, p, 0) =p, v does not coincide with either of the 
other solutions and so the proof is complete. 
The following result shows that the main hypothesis of the above 
theorem is necessary. 
THEOREM 4.9. Suppose that the graph of G( ., k) is as shown in Fig. 1 but 
that ji: G(u, k) du GO. Then Eq. (4.1) has no positive solutions satisfying 
u2 < sup u(x) < UJ. 
Proof Let u be a bounded positive solution of (4.1). Then by the 
results of the Appendix, u is radially symmetric and is a decreasing function 
of r. Thus sup u(x) = u(0). Clearly j:, G(u, k) du <O for all PE (u,, Us). 
Hence, if u(0) E (u,, z+), it follows from Lemma 4.6 that u is not a 
decreasing function of r and so the proof is complete. 
Let us denote the solutions obtained in the Theorem 4.8 by 
v,, u2, u3, v,(O) < v,(O) < v,(O). The existence of u3 can also be proved by 
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showing that p E Z+(p) when p is close to u,; it is, however, easier and 
seems some instructive to use sub- and supersolutions as above. If u1 , u2, 
and a3 are the only positive solutions of (4.1) then oi and vj are stable 
solutions of the corresponding parabolic equation 
u,-ddu+u=ke-“‘“‘*g(u) for XER”, t>O 
44 0) =4(x) for XER”. 
If 0 < 4(x) < u2 for x E R”, 4 lies in the domain of attraction of vi and if C$ 
lies between the subsolution defined in (4.6) and the constant function a3 
then 4 lies in the domain of attraction of uJ. 
5. APPENDIX 
We shall describe how to prove Theorem 3.9 by using arguments 
contained in Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [S]. 
Suppose that u is a bounded positive solution of (3.1). Lemma 3.8 shows 
that u decays exponentially at co. Let f(x) = ke-@lxl*g(u(x)); then u is a 
solution of Au - u +f(x) = 0, where f(x) = 0(e-‘I”‘) for a > 1. Then u and 
f satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2 of ‘[S] and we have 
LEMMA 5.1. Let {xi} c R” such that limi+oo lxil = co. Let 
5 = lim x’/lx’l, where 5=(r1,52,...,5n)=(~1,~‘). 
i-03 
Then 
(a) lim,+, (xil(“- Iv2 el”4d(x’) = &if? JRnf(y)e”Y dy. 
(b) Suppose <, =0 and that {Ai} c R such that lim,+, A’= A and 
A’> xf for all i. Let zi be the reflection of xi in the plane x, = A’ (i.e., 
zi= (2A’- xi,, xi, . . . . xi)). Then 
limi, o. & IxiJ(n- IV2 elx’l(u(xi) - u(zi)) 
(c) Zf xf -+ 03, then 
e5’Y dy, 
where u, denotes the derivative of u with respect to x1. 
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LEMMA 5.2. There exists 2 > 0 such that u,(x) < Ofor x1 > A. 
Proof: The result follows from Lemma 5.1 (c) exactly as in Lemma 6.1 
in [5]. 
Let xi denote the reflection of x in the hyperplane x, = 1”. 
LEMMA 5.3. There exists I,> X such that for all I.> &, u(x) > u(x’) 
whenever x1 < 1. 
The proof is identical with the proof of Lemma 6.2 of [S]. 
LEMMA 5.4. The set of A > 0 such that 
u(x)>u(x’) for all x with x, <A (5.1) 
is open. 
ProojI The proof follows closely the proof of Lemma 6.3 in [S] but 
some amendment is necessary because Eq. (3.1) is non-autonomous. 
Suppose A > 0 is such that (5.1) holds. Let d(x) = u(x) - u(x”). Then for 
all x such that x1 < 1 we have d(x) > 0 and 
- A+4 + qi = ke-u1”‘2g(u(x)) - ke- “‘“‘12g(u(x”)) 
ake~~‘“‘~(g(u(x))-g(u(x’))) (as (x’l> 1x1) 
= 4x) $(x)3 
i.e., 
-Lq+#-c(x)(bBO (5.2) 
for some smooth uniformly bounded function c. Since 4(x) = 0 on x, = A, 
it follows from the Hopf maximum principle (see Lemma 11 of Gidas, Ni, 
and Nirenberg [4]) that 8$/8x, ~0 on x, = ,I. But &f+Yx, = 2u, and so 
u,<O on x,=1. 
Suppose that the theorem is not true. Then there exist A > 0 satisfying 
(5.1) and sequences (Ai} and (xi} such that Ai+ 1, xi <A, and 
u(xi) < u(z’), where zi is the reflection of xi in x1 = A’. 
We now show that lxil + co as i+ 00. Suppose on the contrary that (xi) 
has a bounded subsequence. Then {xi} must have a convergent sub- 
sequence which we again denote by {xi> converging to k By continuity 
u(.k?)<u(Z”) and so, since 1 satisfies (5.1), ??=i’, i.e., i1 =A. On the other 
hand, since u1 < 0 on x1 = 1, u1 is negative and bounded away from zero on 
the intersection on x, = 1 with any compact set N containing the bounded 
sequence {xi}. Hence u, < 0 on some neighbourhood N1 of the intersection 
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of x1 = 1 and N. Hence for large i we cannot have xi and zi lying in N, and 
so f, c A. This is impossible and so Jx’( + cc as i + co. 
By choosing a suitable subsequence we may suppose that 
limi, m x~lx’l = 5 = (<,, 5’) and that limi, m z’/Jz’( = q. Since xf < Ai, 
5, GO. Now 
]im Ix’1 (n- 1)/z el-du(xi) 
i-m 
= )i, (Ixil/lzfl )P- IV2 elx’l - Id lzil (n- I)/2 e14u(zi) 
since [xi1 < lz’} and limi,,(lxil - lz’l)=21~,. Hence by Lemma 5.1(a) 
s R”f(Y) ,I, Y dy < e2”c1 I Rnf(y)e”‘Y dy. 
It follows from Lemma H; in [S] and (5.2) that there exists y > 0 such 
that 
[ 1x1 b+ l)” el”‘/(l - xl)](u(x) - u(x’)) 2 y. 
The rest of the proof which consists of showing that either of the 
assumptions <r < 0 or 5, = 0 gives rise to contradictions follows exactly as 
in Lemma 6.3 of [S]. 
LEMMA 5.5. inf{ A> 0: (5.1) holds} = 0 and u(xI, x’) = u( -x1, x’) for all 
x1 z-0. 
Proof: Suppose the infimum = 1~0. Then by continuity we have 
u(x)> u(x”) for all x such that x1 < 1. Let d(x) = U(X) - u(x”). Then 
d(x) > 0 whenever x, < A and 4 satisfies (5.2). Hence by the maximum 
principle either d(x) > 0 for all x such that x, < 1 or b(x) E 0. Lemma 5.4 
shows that I does not satisfy (5.1) and so the first alternative cannot occur. 
Hence 4(x) = 0, i.e., U(X) = u(x”) whenever x, < 1. 
Since (3.1) holds throughout R”, we have 
- du(x”) + 24(x”) = e-~lx’“‘*g(u(xA)). 
Therefore, as U(X) E u(x’), we have 
-Au(x) + u(x) = e-“‘“““g(u(x)). 
Comparing with (3.1) shows that (xl = (x1( for all x and so A = 0. Moreover 
U(X) = u(x”) and so the proof is complete. 
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It is now easy to complete the proof of Theorem 3.9. We have shown 
that u is symmetric with respect to the plane x1 = 0. It can be shown 
similarly that u is symmetric with respect to any plane through the origin 
and so u is radially symmetric. 
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